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�� In the Caribbean, approximately 20 facilities allow In the Caribbean, approximately 20 facilities allow 
tourists to interact with dolphinstourists to interact with dolphins

�� Approximately 10 more facilities have been Approximately 10 more facilities have been 
proposed or permittedproposed or permitted

�� The cruise ship industry has fostered competition The cruise ship industry has fostered competition 
between islands for passenger dollars between islands for passenger dollars –– each island each island 
competes to offer diversified tourism activities competes to offer diversified tourism activities 

�� This is negatively impacting dolphins and their This is negatively impacting dolphins and their 
habitat, as almost all of the dolphins in Caribbean habitat, as almost all of the dolphins in Caribbean 
facilities were captured from the wildfacilities were captured from the wild

�� The live dolphins trade is lucrative The live dolphins trade is lucrative –– a single a single 
untrained dolphin can be worth tens and even untrained dolphin can be worth tens and even 
hundreds of thousands of US dollarshundreds of thousands of US dollars



� An NDF is supposed to be based on scientific 
assessments of populations

� NDFs associated with the live dolphin trade today 
contain no population estimates and no stock 
structure data – by any reasonable scientific 
measures, they cannot be used to support a 
sustainability claim

The Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora 

(CITES) requires an exporting country to make 
a “non-detriment finding” (NDF), as support 

for wildlife captures and trade involving 
certain species (including dolphins)



This large number is not based on sound 
science and the actual captures have probably 

depleted local Cuban dolphin stocks

By its own admission, Cuba, a By its own admission, Cuba, a 

major source of dolphins for major source of dolphins for 

Caribbean facilities, has had Caribbean facilities, has had 

an export quota of 15 an export quota of 15 

dolphins per year on average dolphins per year on average 

for at least the last decadefor at least the last decade



� On average, captured dolphins face an 
immediate six-fold increase in mortality risk

� It takes more than a month for dolphins to 
adjust to captivity – and some never do

� Capture is a stressful, violent procedure 
that can induce a fatal state of shock



Removal of individuals has impacts 
not only on the individuals captured, 
but on those members of the pod or 

population left behind



Dolphins face a Dolphins face a 
number of conditions number of conditions 
that can cause stress that can cause stress 

once they are in once they are in 
captivitycaptivity



RESTRICTED SPACERESTRICTED SPACE



POOR WATER QUALITYPOOR WATER QUALITY



LIMITED SOCIAL LIMITED SOCIAL 

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT



BEHAVIORAL RESTRICTIONBEHAVIORAL RESTRICTION



INCREASED INCREASED 

MORTALITY/DECREASED MORTALITY/DECREASED 

LONGEVITYLONGEVITY



Annual mortality rates (mean percentage of population dying each
year) of bottlenose dolphins and killer whales 

in captivity vs. in the wild
____________________________________________________________

Mortality rate in captivity Mortality 
rate in the 
wild

____________________________________________________________________

Species Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Studies 5&6
____________________________________________________________________

Bottlenose
Dolphins 7.0% 7.4% 5.6% 5.7% 3.9%

Orcas 7.0%           -- 6.2% 6.2% 2.3%



INJURIES TO SWIMMERS

DolphinDolphin--assisted therapyassisted therapy



DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

CASE STUDIESCASE STUDIES



JAMAICA
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ANGUILLA



Recent Positive DevelopmentsRecent Positive Developments

� Dominican Republic endorses dolphin research project and sustainable dolphin-
watching (2002) and has denied import permits for captive dolphins (2007)

�Antigua rescinds dolphin capture permit (2004) and closes Dolphin Discovery facility 
(2005)

� Haiti orders release of newly captured dolphins (2004)

� Guyana concludes that trade in live dolphins has been occurring without proper 
CITES authorization (2004)

� Radisson (now Regent) Seven Seas cruise line no longer promotes swim-with 
encounters to its passengers (2005)

� Costa Rica prohibits captive display of cetaceans (2005)

� Netherlands Antilles develops policy opposing further expansion of cetacean swim-
with programs (2005) – proposed facility on St. Maarten never built (as of 2008)

�Mexico passes legislation that prohibits all live cetacean imports and exports (2006)

� Venezuela prosecutes capture operators (2007)

There has been a net loss of approximately 10 facilities There has been a net loss of approximately 10 facilities 

in the United States over the past 10in the United States over the past 10--15 years15 years



Current InitiativesCurrent Initiatives

�� Schedule a meeting with the Florida Caribbean 
Cruise Association

� Issue an updated fourth edition of “The Case 
Against Marine Mammals in Captivity”

� Pursue a Significant Trade Review of the live 
dolphin trade at CITES

Respond to every proposal to build Respond to every proposal to build 

a dolphinarium with letters, a dolphinarium with letters, 

meetings, media, protestsmeetings, media, protests
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